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k3 J.LI t= one nong nong Liovernment accepted the
recommendation of the Broadcasting Review Board and
announced that cable TV services would be introduced in
Hong Kong, many investors have been very active in
forming consortia to bid for the introduction of this new
business.
Due to the advancement in technology, the concept of
cable TV today is very different from that provided by
Rediffusion in the 60's in Hong Kong. It is generally
regarded as a new business concept here. To explore this
new business opportunity, it is necessary to perform
detail strategic planning and, according to Derek Abell,
the starting point is to define the business.
This research has attempted to work out the optimal
business definition for cable TV in Hong Kong. With
reference to the experience of overseas countries and in
consideration of the particular situation in Hong Kong,
our conclusion is that the cable TV system in Hong Kong
should be established independently in an switched-star
configuration at the outset and the cable TV services to
be offered to the general public should cover both the
broadcasting services and the interactive services.
It is our hope that the result of our research will
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In 1985, the Broadcasting Review Board (BRB) Report
recommended the establishment of a cable TV network in
unnc knnd_
'The Board recommends that
(a) 1 8 months prior to the expiry of the
existing off-air broadcasting licences on
1st December 1988, tenders should be
invited for a single television cable
service for the whole of Hong Kong1
The Hong Kong Government accepted the recommendation
and announced that a call for tenders for the cable TV
project would soon be released. Many local and overseas
investors, recognizing that cable TV would be a good
business opportunity in Hong Kong, showed strong interest
in obtaining the licence of establishing the territory's
cable TV network and providing the programmes. Among
these investors, the Hong Kong Telecommunications Group
and the Hutchison Whampoa Group were particularly active.
New associated companies, namely, the Cable Television
1. The Broadcasting Review Board. The Report of the
Broadcasting Review Board (Hong Kong. Government
Printer, 1985), page 371.
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Hong Kong Limited (CTHK) and the Hutchison CableVision
Limited (HCV), were formed in early 1986 to prepare for
the bidding of the cable TV licence, and for the forming
of public image. These companies claimed that the
territory could not sustain the survival of two or more
cable TV companies and only one single cable TV licence
should be issued for the whole territory.
The Government, however, delayed its call for tender
until 1988. The Government had not explained the reasons
of delay but it was generally observed that:
... delay was caused by the government's
need to clearly define its overall
telecommunications policy, as all the
implications of a cable TV network had not been
fully considered...
It was first seen merely as an entertainment
medium, but then it was realized that the
network could offer other services such as
telephone lines and database access as well.1
With the anticipation that cable TV would play a
very critical role in the future telecommunications
industry of Hong Kong, the Government called in
independent consultants to study and to make
recommendations on its overall telecommunications policy.
In February 1988, the consultants submitted their report2
(the Booz, Allen and Hamilton report) and subsequently in
July of the same year, the Government announced that Hong
Kong would have a second network to run the cable TV
1. Micheal Witheridge, "Cable TV Delays Keep Sidders
Guessing," South China Morning Post. 2 August 1988.
2. Beinard Fong. "The Cabls Puzzle is Untangies At
Last." South China Morning Post. Oct 29. 1988.
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service. The Government decided to adopt a dual licensing
approach whereby separate licences would be issued for
the cable network and for the broadcasting service. In
order to avoid Hong Kong Telecom Group (HKT) from
dominating the telecommunications network of Hong Kong,
restriction is posted to limit the HKT from holding more
than 15 percent interests in the company awarded with the
second network licence.'
In response to the above decisions from the
Government, the Cable Television Hong Kong Ltd., being a
member of the Hong Kong Telecom Group, announced its
withdrawal from competing for the cable TV licence.
At the closing date of the bid, 28 February 1989,
there were a total of four multinational consortia
bidding for the cable TV licence in Hong Kong, namely,
the Hutchison CableVision, the Windows Television
Systems, the Supertech International Resources
Corporation and the Hong Kong Cable Communications.
Reasons of Study
After a delay of two years, the Hong Kong Government
finally announced its invitation to the public to submit
proposal for cable TV in Hong Kong.2 The market of cable
TV, which is generally anticipated to be of vast business
potential, was finally open to local and overseas
1. South China Morning Post. Hong Kong, July 14,
1988.
2. Hong Kong Government Gazette No 37/1988. p.4219.
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investors.
Following the rapid advancement of technologies, the
capability of a cable TV network is no longer limited to
the provision of an additional choice of entertainment to
the public, but also includes the provision of an array
of interactive communication services if the network is
so designed and equipped with the appropriate facilities.
The Government seemingly has not decided the boundary of
the cable TV industry.
According to the cable TV bidding documents released
in late 1988, it is apparent that the Government hopes
that the cable TV network, in addition to the provision
of cable TV services, will also be used to offer non-
franchised telecommunications services. However, as the
provision of telecommunications services requires the
installation of an interactive cable network which is
considerably more expensive than a simple single-way
broadcast network, the Government is not clear about
whether this provision is economically viable. The
Government finally decided to let the business definition
of cable TV to be proposed by the investors, as it is
clearly indicated in the tender documents.
... interested parties should provide
details of any non-franchised
telecommunications services that they
eventually hope to offer on the cable network,
as these will be taken into account in
assessing the CTV (Cable Television)
Proposals. "1
1. "Guidance Note for Interested Parties."
Information Kit for Cable TV. (Bidding Documents for
Cable TV in Hong Kong. Hong Kong Government, 1988,
section 4. item 4.6.
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The investors therefore are given a very high degree
of flexibility to decide the scope of the cable TV
industry in Hong Kong. As the market of non-franchised
telecommunications service is growing very fast in recent
years, which is estimated to be worth $500 million by
1995,1 we are of the view that the future of the cable
TV industry, to a large extent, is dependent on how the
business of cable TV is to be defined. This will not only
determine the scope of the cable TV market, but will also
the affect the capital investment and return. The most
obvious example is that shown in the following extract.
A low cost, co-axial cable based system with
no switching capabilities would be far cheaper
to implement but very much limited to cable TV
and a few point to point applications.
A high-capacity fibre optic-based network with
sophisticated switching capabilities would be
very expensive, but could mount to real
challenge to Hong Kong Telecomms not just for
fax and data communications but for telephone
communications too. 2
As the business definition of cable TV is so
important to the investors that we are attempting to work
out the most suitable business definition for cable TV in
Hong Kong.
1. Fergus O'Rorke, "Cable TV will Shake-up Local




Due to the technological advancement, it is apparent
that cable TV may be a business much more than merely an
entertainment business. It depends very much on how the
business is being defined.
The objective of this research is to work out the
most suitable business definition for cable TV in Hong
Kong in terms of customer functions, customer groups and
technologies by making reference to the experience of
overseas countries and by basing on the current
environment of Hong Kong and on the possible evolution of
the Hong Kong telecommunications industry.
Even though the Government separate the cable TV
licence into the cable TV programmes operator and the
network provider, we will still consider the cable TV
industry as a whole including both operations. The
reason for such a consideration is that the types of
services and the network are so closely linked together
that they could not be considered separately. We are
also assuming that the network provider is working for
the cable TV industry in fulfilling the technological
requirements and providing alternate technology functions
only for delivering the product of the cable TV.
It is hoped that the results of the research will be




Derek F. Abell, in his book Defining The Business:
The Starting Point of Strategic Planning, has developed
two fundamental concepts about business definition which,
from our point of view, are particularly noteworthy to
strategic planners.
Business Definition is the
Starting Point of Strategic Planning
As market share is widely regarded as the
measurement of a company's performance in the
marketplace, many executives believe that the starting
point of strategic planning is the decision to hold,
harvest, or build market share.1 The decision of market
share strategy is viewed to be of vital importance and is
generally considered to be the basis and starting point
of strategic planning. Most executives believe that
market share strategy should be decided before the
company develops its business objectives and functional
1. Derek Abail, Defining the Gusiness, The Starting
Point of Strategic Planning (Prentice-Mall. 1980)
p. 3.
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policies. Derek F. Abell disagrees to this concept.
With reference to a number of literatures and real life
cases, he pointed out that a good business definition
should be the starting point of strategic planning. The
decision of market share strategy, company objectives and
functional policies should all be made after the business
of the company has been explicitly defined. Using the
market share strategy as the starting point of strategic
planning is illogical, as it has been raised by Nelson
Foote that: Market share is the result of a good
definition of the business, not strategy itself.1
Defining the Business
in Three Dimensions
instead of Two Dimensions
When thinking about business definition, executives
usually refer to the two dimensional product/market
concept developed by Igor Ansoff which suggests that: a
business is defined in terms of its product or market
scope and the extent to which market segments are
recognized by product differentiation.2
Derek F. Abell pointed out that Ansoff's
product/market concept is inadequate to describe the
definition of a business in a meaningful way. Instead,
he proposed to use a three-dimensional concept to define
a business, in terms of:-
3a. Customer group served
b. Customer functions served and
c. Technologies utilized.
Diagrammatically, the three-dimensional concept of
business definition can be represented by the following
exhibits shown in the following pages.'
The three-dimensional concept is in fact an
improvement to the Ansoff's product/market concept.
The combination of customer group and customer
function is equivalent to Ansoff's definition of
market. The combination of customer function and
technologies, on the other hand, represents Ansoff
definition of product.
Using the three-dimensional concept to define a
business is superior than the two-dimensional concept
because it can describe the definition of a business in a
more precise and clearer perspective that is unachievable
by the two-dimensional concept.
1. Ibid. Page 29-31.
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EXHIBIT 1.
BUSINESS DEFINITION WITH MULTIPLE CUSTOMER GROUPS
A business that serves a single customer function in
multiple customer groups with a single technology,
e.g. a business manufacturing steel rivets.
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EXHIBIT 2.
BUSINESS DEFINITION WITH MULTIPLE CUSTOMER FUNCTIONS
A business that serves multiple customer functions
for a single customer group with a single
technology, e.g. a business manufacturing steel
rivets, riveting guns and other related tools,






BUSINESS DEFINITION WITH SEVERAL TECHNOLOGIES.
A business that serves a single customer function
for a single group of customers but offers products
based on several alternative technologies, e.g. a
supplier of fiberglass and polystyrene insulation








The objective of this research is to establish, as
the first move in strategic planning, the best business
definition for cable TV in Hong Kong. In view of cable
TV has been evolving substantially in overseas countries
in recent years due to rapid technological advancements,
it is understood that cable TV in Hong Kong nowadays may
be in a form which is very different from that provided
by Rediffusion in the 1960s.
Case Research Method
The system provided by Rediffusion in the 1960s is
very different from what we call cable TV today, in that
the cable TV system today is required to offer at least
24 channels and is also allowed to offer non-franchisec
telecommunications services as indicated by the Hong Kong
Government in its bidding document. It is generally
regarded that the cable TV today is a completely neu
service concept to Hong Kong.
Although cable TV is new to Hong Kong, it has been
developed in other overseas countries such as U.S.A.,
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Canada, U.K., France, Japan, etc., for a number of years.
For example, the cable TV industry of U.S.A. was started
off in 1950 and developed through several phases of
development into the present form which is still in
transition under the impacts of advanced technology and
the increasing information demand of modern society.
Our approach to bring insights to the business
definition of cable TV in Hong Kong is by method of case
research on the experience of overseas countries. Our
research is not looking at individual cable TV companies
which have their existing business definition normally
limited by the environment, the companies' background as
well as the capital and technical resources. The
business definitions of different companies are so
diverse that it will be extremely difficult to induce
meaningful learning from a study of their individual
development. Therefore, our research will look at the
cable TV development of individual country in general.
It is considered that this is the most suitable approach
in gathering overseas experience in this study.
Reasons for Case Study Approach
According to Thomas Bonoma's Know edge-Accrual
Triangle,1 case study research is a valid scientific
inductive method for market research.
1. Thomas V. Bonoma, "Case Research in Marketing:
Opportunities, Problems, and a Process," Journal of
Marketing Research, May 1985, p. 199-208.
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The cable TV development is new to Hong Kong but not
new to the overseas countries. The overseas countries
have already gone through several different phases of
development in cable TV. Therefore, the experience of
overseas countries is of reference value to Hong Kong.
Like cases of technology transfer, if we can learn from
the experience of overseas countries, it is not necessary
for the cable TV industry in Hong Kong to go through
exactly the same phases of development as in overseas
countries. The study of the overseas cases will not only
help us to avoid committing the same errors as overseas
countries but also enable us to select the most
appropriate starting point for the development of cable
TV in Hong Kong.
Furthermore, the cable TV industry of overseas
countries is undergoing changes in recent years under the
impacts of technology advancements and deregulation of
telecommunications industry. The study of overseas
cases, therefore, will also indicate to us the direction
of future development and help us to take account of this
factor in planning for the development of cable TV in
Hong Kong.
Cable TV in Hong Kong is a very large and capital
intensive investment. A wrongly defined business area
will affect not only the investors themselves but also
the future of the telecommunications and TV industries in
Hong Kong.
To find out the proper business definition, most
industries do not define the business at the start. Most
of t.hP business definition, as the cases exhibited in
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Derek Abell's bookl and John Cady's book2, is evolved
incrementally due to the environmental and technological
changes. Therefore, the business definition for cable TV
in Hong Kong could also be evolved and modified from the
overseas cases to fit into the environment of Hong Kong.
Based on the above discussion that cases study
research is the most appropriate scientific method to be
used in this study.
The Approach
Our research will start from studying the
development of cable TV in overseas countries to acquire
the information and the experience that is of reference
value to Hong Kong.
The information gathered from overseas cases will
then form the basis of our framework to fit into the Hong
Kong environment. It is noted that, due to the
differences in social and cultural background, successful
cases in overseas countries may not be applicable to Hong
Kong. Therefore, an assessment of the Hong Kong
environment is also required. The experience in cable TV
in the overseas countries, coupled with the information
of the Hong Kong environment, will then enable us to
formulate viable options of business definitions and to
1. Derek F. Abeil, Defining the business -- The
Starting Point of Strategic Planing (Prentice-Hall
1980).
2. John F. Cady & Robert D. Buzzll, Strategic
Marketing (Canada: Little, Brown & Comany Ltd., 1986)
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decide which is the most appropriate business definition
for cable TV in Hong Kong.
In summary, our research will take the following
steps:
(1) Study the development of cable TV in overseas
advanced countries.
(2) Observe the current business definition of cable TV
in the advanced countries and notice the future
trend.
(3) Study the Hong Kong market environment and identify
the market opportunities relating to cable TV.
(4) Formulate options of business definition for cable
TV in Hong Kong, based on the information gathered
in step (2) and (3).
(5) Recommend the most appropriate business definition.
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CHAPTER IV
CABLE TV DEVELOPMENT IN OVERSEAS COUNTRIES
Introduction
This chapter contains the summary of our research on
the development of cable TV industry in various overseas
countries. The researched countries include United
States of America Canada United Kingdom France
Germany FR other European countries and Japan.
In order to provide a better understanding of the
researched results which includes some critical technical
implications, this chapter starts by looking at the
technological consideration related to cable TV systems.
Technological Consideration
When cable TV was initially developed, its main
function was aimed at the provision of a retransmission
system for relaying over-the-air broadcast TV signals to
remote areas. At that time, the technology required for
running a cable TV network was simple. However, with the
advancement of technologies and the increase of customer
demand, the function of cable TV is broadened
substantially. More and more new cable TV services have
been introduced and many advanced new technologies have
19
been adopted for enhancing the function of cable TV
systems. Nowadays the most important technological
consideration in planning for a new cable TV system is
the network design of how the subscribers are connected
together.
There are two kinds of network design commonly in
use at present, viz. the tree-and-branch (TAB)
configuration and the switched-star (SS) configuration.
The characteristics are as follows:
The attractions of a TAB system lie in its
proven performance, availability, lower up-
front investment compared with switched star,
and, possibly, increased opportunities for
television set manufacturers. Its
disadvantages lie in the relative complexity of
the domestic equipment and the difficulty of
providing enhanced services above those
originally installed, particularly in the case
of interactive services and increased numbers
of television channels. TAB systems could not
take advantage of optical fibre
technology...
A fully SS system represents a
broadband telecommunications system, which
would be capable of providing any
telecommunications service, and could fully
utilize optical technology. Its disadvantages
principally relate to cost, such as investment
in increased cabling and the development of
large-scale broadband switching facilities and
sophisticated software required for network
control.1
1. Michael Gibbons, Jill Jartiey, Janet Evans, Stan
Metcalfe and Jonathan Simnett. "Technology and Policy in
Cable TV Development in the UK,' Telecommunications
Policy, September 1984, pp. 224-225.
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The tree-and-branch network basically is a one-way
system. The services it can provide are limited to those
traditional one-way TV or high-quality sound programmes.
These services usually are referred to as `broadcast
services.' In general, the programmes are broadcasted
throughout the network at scheduled time and are accessed
by a number of subscribers simultaneously.
The switched-star network, on the other hand, is a
bothway system. Therefore, in addition to the provision
of broadcast services, it is capable of providing a wide
range of non-programming interactive services to the
subscribers. The main characteristic of interactive
services is that the subscribers are able to establish
their own individual connection to either receive
information exclusive to himself or to conduct his own
transaction. The following are typical examples of
interactive services:
(a) remote reading of meters (gas, water,
electricity) either on a regular,
scheduled basis or on demand
according to the system design
(b) extension of fire and intruder alarms
and other monitoring functions from
the subscribers' premises to the
appropriate authority or security
organization
(c) video games which can be selected and
played
(d) voting, either in response to a
request associated with a particular
entertainment programme which has
been transmitted, or, in a more
general way, where the topic has been
sufficiently-well publicized
beforehand
(e) tele-shopping and seat reservations
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which require that the subscriber has
some form of credit account and
(f) two-way home-video service between
any two subscribers to a particular
network which entails the provision
of a closed-circuit television camera
at each terminal.'
United States of America
The Experience
Cable television was firstly developed in Lansford,
Pennsylvania, USA in 1950.2 Its development was aimed at
serving as a Community Antenna Television (CATV) system
for those communities in remote or mountainous areas
where the reception of over-the-air broadcast TV signals
was unsatisfactory. In the initial years, the service of
cable TV was confined to the retransmission of over-the-
air broadcast TV signals. The coverage of the network
was small, with no penetration to urban areas.
Later, due to spare channel capacity was available,
cable TV operators started to bring out-of-area
television programmes and produce additional programme
materials for distribution to their subscribers. The
increase of programme varieties had successfully enhanced
the marketability of cable TV services to the public
The Broadcasting Review Board, T he„ .Nep.o r..t.........._....._..the
B..r:.o.ad..c_a..s..t.:..!?..g........_.R.e.... .W............ ..oa...r.d(. Hong Kong: Government
Printer, 1985), page 347-348.
2. Martin H. Seiden. Cable Televi-=icn J. H---- Nr...........................................................__............................................._._.-.._........................
Anaiy_s._... _........or. Government- Pe1ic.Y i New Y,, rau e_.....:................................._....................................................
Publishers, 1.'?72), page 2.i.
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because at that time most cities in USA were only served
by two or three local broadcasting TV stations.
With the relaxation of regulations by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), e.g. lifting the ban on
restricting cable TV from entering the top 100 urban
cities,' the rapid growth of the cable TV market
continues:
In 1950, Cable system were operating in only
70 communities in the United States these
systems served 14,000 subscribers, i.e. Cable
television homes. By mid-1985 approximately
6,650 Cable systems served more than 36
million subscribers in some 17,600
communities. The largest technically
integrated system-- in San Diego-- serves
more than 250,000 subscribers.2
In terms of penetration to the TV households, the
growth of the USA cable TV market during the years 1976-
1984 was:3
I. James D. Scott, B r i n m i u m En to r to i rime fl t..._............... . g i . .... .n_g .........P ..r......e..........................................._......................................................_.............
into the Home vi. Pay.-..c abbe TV (The Univer=i rIv of.........................................................,..............................................................................................
Michigan, 1X77), page 1.
L. Federal CommunIcatlons '.,oni711IS sion t rCC) US
Cable Television, Information Bu.lle.ti.n, August.. 198S.
.. Janay Collins and, Barry P.. Litman, N.e,:auiation n
the Canadian Cable Industry-- A Comparative r-lnialysis,
Ye 1e comrU._.i_ca..t.:i.o.n=...... .!...1..oY... June 1' B4, page 104.
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TABLE 1.
CABLE TV PENETRATION IN USA
Cable TV Penetration










Nowadays, cable TV systems are operating in every
state of USA. In 1987, the revenue of the USA cable TV
industry has exceeded US$10 billion and for the first
time obtained a larger volume of audiences than the
terrestrially broadcast television networks.1 It is
generally believed that there is still much room for the
growth of cable TV in the coming decade because updated
statistics indicates that there are about 80% of American
homes have access to cable TV services but only about
half of them actually subscribe.2
The services currently provided by cable TV systems
are various, but the majority of which are TV
entertainment programmes. Other than the provision of a
wide range of local and out-of-area TV programmes, cable
TV operators also offer their subscribers with special
1. Mike Thornton, The future of Cable TV.
Communications International. May 1986, bage 70.
2. This Month in Telecommunications, Cataore Fesearch
Corp, July 1988, page 2
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interest channels such as sports, religion, news,
weather, minority interest (e.g. foreign language
channels) and first-run movies. The viewing of most of
these special interest channels, however, is subject to
premium charges. Many cable TV operators nowadays are
implementing multiple-tiers charging systems under which
the subscribers are required to pay a subscription charge
for the `basic' channels and additional charges are
levied according to their choice of premium channels.
Due to the advancement in cable technology, cable TV
operators can now provide a considerable number of
channels (ranging from 30 to 150) with various programme
materials to meet the demand of different customers.'
Although the cable TV market of USA is prosperous at
present, there is concern about the long-term prospect of
the cable TV industry under the pressure of the rapid
advancement of cable technologies and the demand for
bothway interactive services. At present, most of the
cable TV systems in USA are still operated by coaxial
cable networks in a tree-and-branch configuration. Under
such an arrangement, video signals are distributed
single-way from a central head-end (or sub-headend) to
subscribers.2
Such cable TV network design, at today's viewpoint,
is technologically obsolescent. Although such kind of
1. Jeff Maynard, Cable Televison (London: Collins
Professional and Technical Books, 1985). page 3
2. Walter S. Baer, "Telephcne and Cable companies
Rivals or partners in video Distributionl"
Telecommunications Policy, December 1984, page 273.
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cable TV network is still capable of providing single-way
TV entertainment programmes to subscribers, it is not
capable of providing bothway interactive services (e.g.
home-banking, home-shopping, etc. because the provision
of interactive services requires the installation of a
network of switched-star architecture.1
Despite it is generally observed that the market of
interactive services may be of very high potential in
future, in the light of the existing network limitations,
the offering of interactive services via the cable TV
systems is not popular. In 1985, there were fewer than
2% of USA cable TV subscribers had access to operating
bothway cable services.2 It is believed that the
situation has not been improved very much in recent years
and most of the cable TV networks are still relying on
customers using telephone lines to provide limited
interactivity.
The primary factor which mitigated against the
take-up of the state-of-the-art technologies to the cable
TV systems was the sheer volume of the tree-and-branch
systems already installed. Cable operators are reluctant
to run the high risk of putting in a considerable amount
of money to replace the present facilities with an
expensive bothway interactive system) particularly in
view of the present networks are still generating a
substantial amount of revenue and the competition in the
market of interactive services still remains unclear at
1. Ibid. Page 273.
2. Ibid. Page 284.
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present.
The long term prospect of cable TV, to a large
extent, depends on the speed of the industry to redefine
its business to include the provision of interactive
services. In the light of FCC has already required that
all new cable systems must possess interactive
capability, coupled with the revenue opportunities which
a more advanced cable network will bring about to the
cable operators, it is believed that the provision of
interactive services will eventually become the core of
the USA cable TV business activities-- but it is
difficult to predict when this will materialize.
Summary
United States of America is the first country to
develop cable TV. Its cable TV industry has gone through
several phases of development phases in the past decades.
However, because of the heavily installed cable systems
which are mainly in TAB configuration, the cable TV
industry of United States at present is still
concentrated on the business areas of broadcasting
single-way entertainment programmes. During the past few
years, there is increasing government concern over the
upgrade of the existing cable TV networks and the
provision of interactive cable services. The FCC has
already stipulated that all new cable system must possess
interactive capability. Under FCC's encouragement, it is
anticipated that interactive services will become the




The first cable system in Canada was developed in
the early 1950s and the industry experienced a rapid
growth through the 1960s. Nowadays, there is a large
cable communications infrastructure established in Canada
and the penetration of cable TV is very high, as
indicated by the following table1:-
TABLE 2.











Due to the geographical proximity and similarity in
social environment, the development of the cable TV
industry of Canada was influenced to a large extent by
USA. In the initial stage of development, the Canadian
cable TV systems were mainly used for the retransmission
1. Janay Collins and Barry R. Litman. Regulation of
the Canadian Cable Industry -- A Comparative Analysis
Telecommunications Policy. June 1984, page 104.
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of local over-the-air broadcast TV signals to households
for improvement of their TV reception. By the late
1960s, in order to increase the choices of TV programmes
to subscribers, the Canadian cable TV operators started
to receive the USA over-the-air broadcast TV signals in
Canada and then retransmitted to their subscribers. The
extension of programme varieties had successfully
resulted in a marked increase in cable TV subscription.
The Canadians were found to be very fond of USA
programmes. The increase of subscription had fueled the
development of the Canadian cable TV industry through the
1960s. The larger subscriber base made the cable TV
operators financially capable of expanding their network
facilities and improving their own programmes.
In 1981, the Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC), which is the
regulatory body of television and telecommunications
services, approved the introduction of pay-TV service in
Canada. This was aimed to further enrich the varieties
of cable TV programmes to the Canadians but subsequently
it was observed that most of the pay-TV programmes were
imported from USA.
There are many reasons attributed to the wide
adoption of USA programmes in Canada, the popularity of
USA programmes is of course one reason and their
cheapness is another. Due to the abundance of low priced
USA programmes, the Canadian cable TV operators have
preference in using USA programmes to Canadian
programmes. In particular the USA programmes usually
29
provide them with a substantially higher profit margin.'
The importation of USA programmes has benefits of
increased choices to the public, but it also generates
serious cultural by-products-- `Americanization'. Much
concern has been given by the Canadian Government to the
impacts of such `Americanization' to society and
corrective measures are being pursued to regulate the
spread of USA programmes in the Canadian cable TV as well
as the broadcast TV market.
Although there is a large cable communications
infrastructure existing in Canada and the Canadian public
are generally accustomed to cable services, there is no
indication that the Canadian Government is particularly
enthusiastic in the development of advanced interactive
cable TV systems. The present cable TV services in
Canada is still emphasized on the provision of single-way
entertainment to the subscribers. The Canadian
Government appears to be very conservative and risk
averse in considering the upgrading of the cable systems
in Canada. It is anticipated that it will monitor the
cable developments of other countries, in particular USA,
before formulating its policy in this respect.
Summary
Cable TV is successful in providing single-way
entertainment services in Canada because of the abundance
1. Janay Collins and Barry R. Litman. "Regulation of
the Canadian Cable Industry -- A Comparative Analysis".
Telecommunications Policy, June 1984, page 98.
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of cheap TV programmes imported from United States. The
penetration of cable TV is very high in Canada. A high
percentage of TV households are cable TV subscribers.
However, the cable TV network of Canada is still of the
TAB form, and the investors are sluggish to modernize the
network configuration. The Canadian Government is not
active in encouraging and supporting the modernization of




UK has a long history in cable TV service. Wired
distribution of radio and television signals can be
traced back to the 1920s1 but legislative restrictions
used to be very tight on cable TV broadcasting. Before
1981, the UK Government only allowed cable TV systems to
provide simultaneous and full relay of the four available
over-the-air broadcast TV channels (viz. BBC1, BBC2, ITV
and the new complementary Channel 4) to their
subscribers. 2
The main reason for the UK Government to adopt such
restrictive policy was to protect the over-the-air
broadcast TV channels from the competition of cable TV.
1. Wilson Dizard. "Towards a Wired World", ed. by
Mary Louise Hollowell. Cable Handbook 1975-1976 -- A
Guide to Cable and New Communications Technologies
(washington. D.C.: Communications Press). 1975. pp 103.
2. Jeff Maynard, Cable Television. (London: Collins
Professional and Technical Books, 1985). page 4.
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However, this had severely suppressed the development of
cable TV in UK. Since no additional feature was
permitted to be provided, subscribers of cable TV service
were limited to those who had no reception at all or had
poor reception of over-the-air broadcast TV signals.1
Therefore, the usage of cable TV service was not popular
and government statistics indicated that there were only
about 2.6 million households, or 14% of those with
television sets, subscribing to cable TV service in
1981.2
In the early 1980s, the UK Government realized that
it was necessary to review its cable policy. In view of
the rapid advancement of fibre optics and information
technologies, the UK Government started to look at the
social and economic merits of deregulating the cable TV
industry. In late 1981, 13 pilot pay-TV schemes were
licensed to the then existing cable systems. Each was
allowed to provide one pay channel-for two years to test
public demand.' The objective of such an experiment was
to investigate the response of the public to the
introduction of pay TV channel, and also to obtain some
insights for the UK Government to decide whether a
relaxation of its cable TV policy was necessary.3
1. Cento Veljanovski, "Regulatory Options for Cable
TV in the UK," Telecommunications Policy (UK). December
1984. page 291.
2. Cabinet Off ice Information Technology Advisory
Panel Report on Cable Systems (Longon: Rer majesty's
Stationery Office, Feb 1982), page 10.
3. Ibid. Page 12.
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In 1982, a committee headed by Lord Hunt published
its 'Report of the Inquiry into Cable Expansion and
Broadcasting Policy' which concluded that there was no
conflict of interests between cable TV and over-the-air
broadcast TV. The report also recommended the removal of
the constraints on cable systems.
In April 1983, the UK Government announced its White
Paper, `The Development of Cable Systems and Services,'
in which the Government's objective to promote cable
systems in the UK was stated clearly:-
The Government believes that the need to
adapt to and harness the benefits of new
technology is one of the greatest challenges
facing our country today.
... Nowhere is the rate of change faster
than in the realm of communications. Though
the radio frequency spectrum remains
increasingly intensive use to be made of it.
At the same time, developments in cable
technology, including switching techniques
and, above all, the advent of optical fibres,
mean that cable systems have the potential
for distributing ever greater volume of
information, whether computerized data,
television pictures or telephone
conversations."1
As in line with the deregulation and privatisation
policy already applied to the telecommunications
industry, the UK Government decided to let the cable
1. Jeff Maynard, Cab1e Television. (London: Colling
Professional and Technical Books, 1985; page 4.
Original source: White Paper. "The Development of
Cable Systems and Services." Cmnd 8866, HMSO, London.
April 1983.
investment be privately financed and marketed. In
December 1983, eleven cable franchises were awarded to
private enterprises. The planned coverage of the new
franchised networks totally exceeded one million homes,
details are shown in Table 3.
It is interesting to note that eight out of the
above eleven cable TV systems were proposed to use the
'switched-star' network configuration. This phenomenon
indicated that most investors were interested in
providing interactive services in UK. Subsequent
developments in the marketplace prove that such
observation is correct. For example, at Westminster, the
cable TV operator now provides to its subscribers nearly
30 TV channels and a wide range of information services
O
-- including the menu at local restaurants.
1 . Jurgen Muller, Cable Policy in Europe -- The Role
of T ransborder Broadcasting anc! Its Effects on CATV,
Telecpmmu. n.ica t. ion s Po l..icy., September 1987, page 264.
2. Walter S. Baer, Telephone and Cable Companies
Rivals or Partners in Video Distributions
T elecommunications Policy (....UK...)..., December 1984, page
282-283.
3, David Hunter , Tuning in to the Stars, R..C1.T.tail
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At. present, the major customer groups of the UK
cable TV systems are those young families with children
and shift workers.' However, as long as the market
liberalization continues, it is predicted that more and
more new cable services will be offered which will
further widen the customer groups and functions of the
cable TV services to the public. The cable TV industry at
present appears to be more promising in UK than anywhere
in the world,2 despite the renovation of cable network
began in this country just a few years ago.
Summary
The development of cable TV is currently under
strong government encouragement in United Kingdom. The
Government of United Kingdom is strongly promoting the
installation of SS cable networks and the provision of
interactive cable TV services. Due to the attraction of
increased service varieties provided by interactive cable
TV networks, the market of simple single-way broadcast
cable TV services by the use of TAB networks is
apparently shrinking. As considerable amount of
investment has already been injected to the cable TV
industry in recent years, it is generally anticipated
that the cable TV industry of United Kingdom will grow
very fast and a large variety of new cable TV services
will be offered in the coming years.
1. Ibid. Page 11.
2. Mike Thornton, "The Future of Cacle TV."
Communications International. May 1988, page 70.
France
The Experience
The cable TV issue of France was unveiled by the
Mitterand Government in 1982 by the approval of the
report of Louis Mexandeau ( PTT Secretary) on the
development of cable in France. It was just a little bit
later than the abolishment of the traditional monopoly of
the French State on television broadcasting and
distribution.
The French Government, with the expectation that an
advanced interactive cable network would bring about
social and economic benefits to the country, developed
the ambitious Cable Plan in 1982 aiming:
First, to increase programming and French
cultural productions.
Second, to support the government's
informatics plans by fully utilizing the
interlinkage between cable and
telecommunications network through a high
reliance on optical fibre cables and
interactive networking concepts.
Third, to strengthen the French
informatics industry, which already had been a
focus of French industrial policy.
According to the Cable Plan, advanced cable systems
passing through the whole territory will be installed
within 15 years. The French Government wished the
L. Jurgen Muller, Gaols Policy in Europe 1 he cole
of Transborder Broadcasting ana its Effects on ss i v .
Tel ecommunica tions Po 1 icy , Sep temper 1 ?3 , page c.to .
installation of cable network to be fast and the
penetration of which would reach one million households
in 1985 and 30 million households by the end of 1992.
In order to foster the rapid growth of the cable TV
industry, the French Government at the very beginning
adopted a decentralized policy to regulate the cable TV
industry. This was quite different from its usual
practice of regulation in other industries relating to
communications. Although the building and maintenance of
the cable network as well as the operation of the non-
broadcast telecommunications services still remained in
the hand of the DGT (Direction Generate des
Telecommunications), the operation of the cable system
was delegated for the first time in Europe to the local
governments. The local governments then set up joint-
ventures called SLEC (Societe Locale d'exploitation du
cable) to perform such activities.
With the understanding that the installation of
I. Jean Marie Charon and Jean Paul Simon, Cable's
Infancy (1982-1986) -- The development of cable networks
in France,1988, page 2, (Incomplete)
2. Jurgen Mulier, Cable Policy in Europe -- The Role
of Transborder Broadcasting and its Effects on CATV,
Tel. ecommunication Pol icy , September 1987, page 2:65 .
3, See following extracts from 'Cable's
Infancy(1982-1986) -- The development of Cable Networks
in France by Jean Marie Charon and Jean Paul Simon.
This kind of joint-venture is typical of what is
called in France 'economie mixte1 i.e. hybrid economy,
a very common pattern in utilities ana social housing
as well as in t ransoo r ta t ion, airports. . . .At that time
L h 0 H B Uvl SOC13I IS L Q Q V 0 i' D fT 10 ft L 35 v 0- i' y ill U C 1 C T 3 v O U r G T
the hybrid system as a middle of t n e r o a, d s o I u 11 o n
between gove r nment cont.ro I a na ope r a 11 ons and the
market place.
cable network was a capital intensive investment of high
risk, the French Government concerned very much about the
marketability of cable TV services, as this to a large
extent would determine the economic viability and growth
of the cable TV industry. In order to have a better
understanding about the attitude of the public to cable
TV services, a trial cable system was run in Biarritz.
About 10,000 households were connected to a bothway cable
TV system which provided a total of 15 TV channels and 12
stereo sound programmes via a bothway optical fibre
network with switched-star configurations.
The results of the trial system had strengthened the
French Government's belief that the initial attraction of
cable TV service would be emphasized on entertainment.
Therefore, the availability of attractive TV
entertainment programmes on the cable system was a key
factor in attracting subscription. However, at that
time, the French Government realized that the supply of
TV entertainment programmes in France was not
sufficiently abundant for the cable operators to
formulate a variety of attractive entertainment packages
to their subscribers. In order to increase the supply of
TV programmes, the French Government implemented a number
of measures to encourage the growth of TV programme
product ion industry.
During the period 1984-1987, the French Government
L , i ji 'cz C ' '7s '• J «w 3 v- L 1 t '-4 r v.- v i • —• r'. i : P.J... .. '
L j' O 3. Ci C 3 3 t liiu r-,0 .v. 1 S ly 5;..!4..n.jJ..P. [ n 1 1 3 - u ! ! ~ v ; : ! 1'1 r 1 1 u'
Pr inter . icS5 1 , cage 544,
licensed several new national over-the-air broadcast
channels. The licensing of additional over — the — air
broadcast channels, was claimed to be the result of a
more efficient utilization of the frequency spectrum.
However, it was generally believed that the French
Government, attempting to establish a sufficiently large
programme base for the over-the-air broadcast TV
channels, was also in a way to broaden the scope of TV
programme source for the cable TV industry.
In addition to the above, the French Government also
set up new programming supporting institutions to
subsidize extra programme production of 2,000 to 2,500
programme hours per year. Tax incentives for programme
production were increased and improved systems for
programme distribution were also implemented.
The cable TV industry of France at present is still
in the infant stage of development. However, the French
Government is seen to be quite determined in putting in
its best efforts to develop an advanced interactive
optical fibre cable system nation-wide. In the short run,
the installation of the new cable system will definitely
foster the growth of the domestic economy. More
importantly, in the long run, the new cable network wrill
serve as the stepping-stone for the French to develop an
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) which is
generally anticipated to be the core of communication in
the 21st Century.
Summarv
Before 1982, nearly all the cable TV networks in
France were of the TAB design. The penetration of cable
TV network is very low7. The cable TV services offered
were mainly single-way entertainment programmes.
However, the ambitions Cable Plan of the French
government in 1982 has pushed the industry strongly
towards the adoption of advanced technologies for the
cable TV network and the provision of interactive
services. In the past few years, many interactive cable
TV services have been introduced and the number of cable
TV subscribers are increasing very rapidly. The French
Government is determined in modernizing its cable TV
systems and strongly encourages the installation of




Due to the rigid control of broadcasting policy, the
cable TV service of Germany FR before the 1980s was
restricted to the retransmission of over-the-air TV
signals to remote areas. Almost all cable TV networks at
that time were built by coaxial cables in tree-and-branch
and the penetration of which was very limited.
The need for a review of the cable policy started
receiving attention in the 1970s when the German
Government became aware of the increasing importance of
broadband cable communications in future society.
Several cable experiments and studies had been carried
out, but no substantial change of government policy on
cable TV had taken place before 1982 until the coming of
power of the Kohl government. In part this was due to
the rapid advancement of technologies which had aroused
lengthy debates in Germany FR about the design of the
infrastructure of new cable systems. Another concern
restricting the German Government to make a speedy
decision of its cable policy was the vast amount of
investment that would be required for the development of
new cable systems.
In 1982, following the Government's decision to
adopt a more liberalized broadcasting policy, the
regulations of cable TV was loosened. A greater variety
of programmes and services were allowed to be offered via
the cable TV network. A number of trial optical fibre
communications systems were run in specific localities,
some of which were of very large scale. A total of seven
towns had been connected with advanced bothway cable T
systems and some subscribers to the trial systems were
even equipped with video cameras for interactive
• .J 1 ) £;: C I ' , -w£;' Vr, V .
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services.
In order to increase the popularity of cable TV
services, the Ministry of Post and Telecommunication
subsequently launched an ambitious cabling programme. The
objective is to substantially increase the penetration of
the cable TV network up to 4 million households in the
period 1985-1987. The target of the growth is shown in
Exhibit 4.
Although the German Government is enthusiastic in
promoting cable TV, the results to date are not
satisfactory:
... there are claimed to be more than 2m
CATV subscribers and growth rates are expected
to reach lm a year. Yet according to a recent F
V S report these figures serve only to
camouflage the dismal failure of CATV so far in
the German market.
Back in December 1985, the Deutsche
Bundespost provided 4.6m CATV hook-up points.
But since then only 2m have been connected to
cable. Furthermore, the provision of services
has been heavily weighted towards serving
metropolitan areas and the original plan to
cable the nation was eventually scuppered when
the country's General Accounting Office
intervened.
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EXHIBIT 4.
CABLE PENETRATION IN FR GERMANY (INCLUDING WEST BERLIN)
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Similar to the case of France, the development of an
advanced optical fibre cable system in Germany FR is
just at the beginning stage. There are a number of
difficulties arose which had made the speed of cable TV
development not meeting the target of the German
Government. However, the determination of the German
Government has not been moved. The German Government
has claimed that it will continue putting in efforts to
pursue its plan of developing new cable systems and
fostering the growth of the cable TV industry. The German
Government does firmly believe that a territory-wide
optical fibre cable system and a lively cable TV industry
will bring about lots of social, economic and cultural
benefits to the country.
Summary
With the belief that a territory-wide optical fibre
cable system and a lively cable TV industry will bring
about lots of social, economic and cultural benefits to
the country, the German Government is strong 1y
encouraging the modernization of its cable TV network in
recent years. At present, the modernization programme is
just at its early stage. Although the progress of
modernization cannot meet the target, the determination
of the German Government is not being moved. The German
Government has claimed that it will continue putting in
efforts to implement the cable TV modernization
programme. Due to the existence of stiong government
support, it is generally believed that the German cable
T industry is having the potential to become the most
prosperous cable industry in Europe.
Other European Countries
The Experience
The development of cable TV in the other European
countries is varied. In terms of percentage of
households penetration, the data in Table 4 can give a
brief overview to the situation in 1984.
TABLE 4.
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From the table above, the development of cable TV m
Luxembourg, Belgium and Switzerland are observed to be
particularly prosperous. One of the reasons for the high
penetration rate is that their governments have been
adopting a flexible policy on cable TV services. For
example, cable TV operators in Belgium and Switzerland
are allowed to receive neighbouring countries' over-the-
air broadcast TV programmes (except advertisements) and
then distribute to their subscribers. The multilingual
tradition of these countries is another reason accounting
for the success of cable TV services.
Since there are abundant low cost TV programmes
available from neighbouring countries, which are readily
transmissible to the cable TV subscribers without
modifications, the cable operators need not spend
considerable amount of money in the production of TV
programmes for their subscribers. Due to this reason, the
cost of subscription is maintained at a very low level,
which in turn attracts more people to be subscribers of
the cable TV network
In general, the technology employed for the
operation of cable TV in most of the above European
countries (except UK, France and Germany FR) are of the
former type. For example, the Belgian cable TV systems
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are oullt by coaxial cables using tree-and-branch
configuration.' It seems that the European Governments
(except UK, France and Germany FR) have no strong
interests in upgrading their cable systems.
However, the cable TV markets of Belgium,
Switzerland as well as Netherlands are changing
substantially in recent years. Since 1983, there have
been developments in the provision of pay-TV channels.
Consideration is also being given to relax the
restriction on the reception of advertisements from
abroad.2 If such relaxation is materialized, it is
anticipated that the contents of the cable TV programmes
in these countries will be further broadened. However,
due to the limitations of cable capability, the function
of cable TV in these countries will still be limited to
the provision of TV entertainment only.
In view of the current situation, it is unlikely
that interactive cable TV services will be offered in
these countries in the foreseeable future. In fact,
whether there is sufficient market demand for interactive
services in these countries is still a question that
remains unclear at present.
1. Ibid. Paae 547.
2. Jurgen Muller. "Cable Policy in Europe -- The Role
of Transborder Broadcasting and its Effacts on CATV",




Most of the European countries studied here are
offering only single-way entertainment programmes to
their cable TV subscribers. The cable TV -networks are
built in TAB configuration but the penetration of such is
exceptionally high in some of these countries (e.g.
Luxembourg and Belgium).
The cable TV subscribers in these countries
seemingly are satisfied with the varieties of services
provided by the existing cable TV networks. No news has
been heard from any of these European countries that
there is plan to install SS cable system and provide
interactive cable TV services.
Japan
The Experience
The development and running of early cable TV
systems in Japan was subsidized by the NHK, which was the
national public broadcasting network of Japan, for
extending over-the-air broadcast TV coverage to remote
areas. By the middle of 1972, there were over nine
thousand systems developed and about two-third of which
were subsidized directly by NHK. In terms of number of
systems, Japan might have more cable TV systems than the
rest of the world combined at that time. However, most
of the cable TV systems were very small in size, some of
vvhich were only serving a few dozen houses.-'- The
technology employed was also out-dated. Nearly all
networks were built by coaxial cable with very limited
transmission capacity.
In the late 1970s, the Japanese Government and
private enterprises started to pay increasing attention
to the role of cable in the future society. They were
particularly concerned about the importance of cable TV
in the future development of an integrated national
telecommunications system for Japan.
In order to test the market acceptability of cable
services, a number of trial cable communications systems
were run in several cities since the late 1970s. The
most famous experiment was claimed to be the Hi-Ovis
project started in 1978, in which:-
... some 350km of optical fibres have
been installed in a small community, connecting
about 170 homes, offices, schools etc. The
system provides national and local TV
programmes and some interactive information
services. The experiment has placed emphasis
on the local production of programmes and some
of the homes have video cameras and associated
transmission equipment enabling two-way video
communications. The experiment is reportedly
popular . . .
1. Wilson Dizard, Towards a wired World, in Cable
Handbook 1975 - 197b — A Guide to Cable and N_e_w
Coinmunications Technologies , ed . by Mary Louise
Hollowell (Washington, D.C.« Communications Press,
1975 ) , pape 111 .
2. Cabinet Office Information Technology Advisory
Panel, Report on Cable Systems ( London : Her M3 jest s
Stationery Office, Feb 1982), page 21.
The Japanese Telephone Company, NTT, is also very
interested in the development of cable communication
systems. Considerable effort has been spent in
developing a trial system at Mitaka called Information
Network System (INS ) . Using the telephone network as the
transmission media, INS provides a wide range of
interactive services to about 3,000 homes. The varieties
of interactive services being provided include home
shopping, home banking, etc., but it is interesting to
note that there is no TV entertainment services being
offered for the time being.
The results of the experiment appeared very
encouraging. The users have shown strong interest in the
system and 'user committees' have even been formed
spontaneously to discuss problems that arise out of the
use of the services and to help in finding ways to
overcome the problems. The users are observed to be of
particular interest to the interactive home-banking
service. This has strengthened the cable investors'
belief that the market of home-banking is of very high
potential in Japan, in the light of there is neither a
developed system of payment by personal cheques nor wide
use of credits cards by the Japanese consumers.
NTT has claimed that INS is its vision of the
future. It has budgeted approximately US$120 billion
over the next decade for investments in the new
technologies and infrastructure necessary to implement
1 The Broadcasting Review Board, The Report of the.
B r o a d c; a sting Review Board (. H o n g Kong: Gove r n m e n t
Printer, .1985), page 546,
the INS. It is planned that the INS will ultimately
provide:
a range of innovative services,
including simultaneous voice and data
transmission, videotext, two-way cable
television, image transfer, database services
and a variety of advanced telephone features
such as voice storage and retrieval, touch-tone
data entry, call recording and screening, and
so on. The infrastructure for INS will consist
of a fully digital switching network and
optical fibre transmission media. INS is based
upon a digital network with a broad-band,
multi-channel transmission capacity to permit
advanced functions such as teleconferencing,
high-speed facsimile and others . . .
The attention of the Japanese at present appears to
be concentrated on the development of a wider perspective
for cable services. The plan for the installation of an
advanced interactive optical fibre cable network is not
merely aiming at providing an increased choice of TV
entertainment to the public. The budgeted investment of
NTT on the INS is so great that its aim is to provide
something close to an Integrated Services Digital Network
(ISDN). The Japanese seemingly are more concerned about
the improvement of voice and data communications than the
increase of broadcasting TV entertainment services
through the installation of an advanced interactive
optical fibre cable network.
1. William H, Davidson, Japanese Telecommunications
Pol i c y - ~ New Din e c 1.1 o n a n d u id o i 1 e m m a s
I e. 1 eoommuni cat ions Pol icy;,, June 1987, page 159,
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Summary
Japan is one of the earliest countries which have
cable TV services. It has a large number of cable TV
networks penetrating the countries but most of them are
small in size and transmission capacity. As the cable TV
networks were built in coaxial cable in TAB design, only
single-way TV entertainment programmes are provided. In
the 1970s, the Japanese Government and private
enterprises started to pay increasing concern to the
modernization of the cable TV system and the increase of
programme varieties. Field trials have indicated that
there is a great potential market for interactive cable
services. The Japanese Government and private
enterprises are working very hard towards the development
of a nation-wide advanced optical fibre cable system. It
is believed that the installation of an advanced nation-
wide interactive cable network will bring about benefits
not only to the cable TV industry but also to the
telecommunications industry as well.
Synthesis of Overseas Cases
Although cable '1'v nas been aevelopea in overseas
countries for a long time, its business definition is
changing substantially in recent years.
In the old days, cable TV was generally used as a
retransmission system for relaying over-the-air broadcast
TV signals to remote areas. However, with the advent of
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optical fibres and the rapid advancement in switching
technologies, the capability and capacity of cable TV
systems have been greatly enhanced. This has enabled the
cable TV operators to provide various additional features
and services to the subscribers, and resulting in the
broadening of the business definition of cable TV in many
countries nowadays.
Technology
With the anticipation that a state-of-the-art cable
network will bring forth a lot of social and economic
benefits- to society, many countries have started in the
early 1980s to install the switched-star cable systems.
In UK, France, Germany FR and Japan, due to the strong
government encouragement, the installation of switched-
star cable systems is particularly rapid in recent years.
In USA, the growth of switched-star network is
comparatively low. Over 90 percent of the cable TV
systems at present are still of the tree-and-branch
network configuration. However, the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) has already stipulated
that the installation of new cable TV system should
possess interactive capability. Furthermore, with the
attractive revenue opportunities that a more advanced
cable network will bring forth to the cable operators, it
is anticipated that the replacement of the existing
tree-and-branch network by advanced switched-star network
will gradually increase. The growth rate of switched-star
network installation is likely to be much lower than
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those of UK, France, Germany FR and Japan.
In Canada and the other European countries, most of
the cable TV networks at present are still of the tree-
and-branch configuration. No news has been heard from
these countries of any plan to extensively install the
switched-star network.
Customer Group
Cable TV is a capital intensive business. The
installation of the cable network needs large amount of
capital investment. In the cases we have examined, we
have discovered that the customer group of cable TV
service in overseas countries is primarily the general
public. This is reasonable as, in order to fully
utilize the capacity of the cable network, it is always
the aim of cable operators to widen the scope of cable
services and to broaden the subscriber base. Individual
service may aim at a certain group of people (e.g. the
'playboy' channel in USA) but as a whole, the cable TV
services are fundamentally aiming at serving the general
public. It is generally believed that, only when a large
subscriber base is established, it is possible that the
cable operators will obtain sufficient revenue to achieve
a reasonable return on the investment.
Customer Functions
In UK, France, Germany FR and Japan, the growth of
the switched-star networks has broadened the customer
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functions of cable TV services. With the enhancement o:
network capability, the cable TV subscribers in these
countries are provided with a wide range of interactiv(
services in addition to the conventional single-wa
broadcast TV service. It is generally believed that the
market of interactive services is of very vast potentia:
and there is much scope of market expansion.
In USA, due to the majority of the cable TV network:
are still of the tree-and-branch configuration, the
provision of interactive services are not popular.
Broadcast TV entertainments are still the main stream o cable TV services at present. However, in view that
cable TV is rapidly developed in the UK, France, Germany
FR and Japan, more and more concern in USA is now being
given to the cultivation of interactive services. It is
anticipated that the general trend of the market is
towards the provision of more interactive services. The
growth of interactive services will be very rapid when
more cable systems possess interactivity as required by
the new FCC regulation.
In Canada and the other European countries, the main
customer function of cable TV is the provision of
broadcast TV services. Due to the dominance of
tree-and-branch networks in these countries, it is
unlikely that interactive services will be extensively
offered in the near future.
Our observations on the developments of cable TV in
overseas countries is summarized in Table 5 in the
following page.
TABLE 5.









Cat. A Cat. B
USA
TAB Yes N.A. Gen Pub High
SS Yes Yes Gen Pub Low Increasing Gov't encouragement,
CANADA
TAB Yes N.A. Gen Pub High No intention to change.
SS Very low Gov't encouragement.
UK
TAB Yes N.A. Gen Pub Reducing
SS Yes Yes Gen Pub Increasing Strong Gov't encouragement.
FRANCE
TAB Yes N.A. Gen Pub Reducing
SS Yes Yes Gen Pub Increasing Strong Gov't encouragement.
GERMANY
TAB Yes N.A Gen Put Reducing




TAB Yes N.A. Gen Pub High No intention to change
SS Very low Gov't encouragement.
JAPAN
TAB Yes N.A. Gen Pub High
SS Yes Yes Gen Pub Increasinj Strong Gov't encouragement.
Note:
'Cat. A' of customer function refers to single-way services.
'Cat. B' of customer function refers to bothway interactive services.
'YesNO' refers to the availability of such services.
'N.A. refers to Not Applicable.
'TAB' refers to Tree-and-Branch configuration.
'SS' refers to Switch-Star configuration.
'Gen Pub' refers to the General Public.
CHAPTER V
THE BUSINESS DEFINITION OF
CABLE TV IN HONG KONG
The Hong Kong Environment
Before we go ahead to define the business for cable
TV in Hong Kong, it is necessary to look at the Hong Kong
environment. The following is a brief summary of our
observations which contains important factors influencing
our decision on the business definition of cable TV in
Hong Kong.
Technology
In 1986, the Hutchison Group estimated that the
costs of installing an interactive cable network in Hong
Kong would be about HK$1.5 to $2.0 billion. The Hong
Kong Government in 1988 estimated that the required
investment for introducing cable TV in Hong Kong would be
about HK$2.0 to 3.0 billion. However, other than the
above, there had been industry sources saying that HK$5.0
billion would be a more realistic estimation of the
1 . Peter Robinson, Cable TV Cost About 32b, says
Hutchison, South c...h i n a. Mo rni. n_ .g. Post,.,,.., Business P. os. t .
July 31, 1986, page 3,
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required investment.1
The estimation of the required investment for cable
TV in Hong Kong, up to the present, is still varied. It
is difficult for us to verify which is the most realistic
estimation unless we study in detail the bases and
assumptions of each estimation and make our own judgment.
Whilst the licences of cable TV is still in the bidding
stage at present, access to such information is not
possible. Therefore, this research cannot give a definite
answer in this respect.
Although we are unable to provide the exact figures
of the set-up costs of the TAB and the SS cable systems,
we have gathered some information which is also of
reference value in the consideration of the choice of
technologies (i.e. network design) for cable TV in Hong
Kong.
As it has been indicated in Chapter IV, a network of
the tree-and-branch configuration is cheaper than that of
a switched-star design. This situation is also valid in
Hong Kong. Besides, it is noteworthy that there is one
additional factor which will make the gap in set-up costs
of a TAB network and a SS network in Hong Kong even
greater, i.e. the popularity of Common Antenna Broadcast
Distribution (CABD) systems in Hong Kong.
Hong Kong is very densely populated, high rise
buildings are everywhere. In order to have better
reception of over-the-air TV, it is very popular that the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
cc t of buryingl. Terence Tsana, Th e ii h
Honakongs cab1e TV p1aits. Far Easters.-t t ,oi.!G7iiG
Rev2.5 ituci 1 3 B8 pacie o..................................
tenants of a building jointly build a common antenna in
the rooftop of the buiIding to receive over-the-air TV
signals and then distribute to each apartment. This
kind of internal TV distribution system within a building
is called a CABD system.
Generally, CABD systems in Hong Kong are of the TAB
network design. Therefore, they are compatible to the
external network, if the latter is also in a TAB design.
Accordingly, it is expected that the cost of
installing a TAB network for cable TV in Hong Kong will
be very much lower than that of a SS network. Due to the
vast cost difference, it is our view that the
consideration of whether a SS network should be built
for cable TV in Hong Kong needs to be very cautious. We
believe, to a great extent, the decision should base on
whether there is a sufficiently large market for
interactive services in Hong Kong to justify the higher
network investment required.
Customer Groups
Hong Kong is a very small place with an area of
only 1,070 square kilometers. Its population, however,
is 5.5 million.1 Hong Kong is so densely populated that
its average population density is 5,130 people per
square kilometer. The most densely populated district,
1 . Hong Kong G overnment I r. f o r m anion S a r v ice s
Publ i'cat io n s , Hong Kong : T he Fac t - G„ene„r_al. SujrLmax_y
(Hong Kong: Government Printer, August IPS7j, page i.
Mong kok, is having a density reaching 139,594 people per
square kilometer. About 23.1 percent of the population
are below the age of 15, 69.2 percent are in the working
ages 15 to 64, and 7.7 percent in the age groups 65 and
over. Most people speak Cantonese, and English is also
very popular. About 57 percent of the population have
secondary school educational level or above 3
According to the set out requirements in the cable
TV bidding documents by the Hong Kong Governments, the
number of homes passed after five years of the licence
granted would be 1.2 million, and 1.5 million after ten
years. This would be one of the largest cable system of




In Hong Kong, there are two commercial TV stations
(viz. TVB and ATV) in operation which supply four over-
the-air TV channels currently. Their total broadcasting
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hours, on average, is 71 hours per day. It is estimated
that their programmes reach a total of 5.27 million of
iewers, or a total of 1.4 million homes.
From the above figures, it is observed that there is
a great audience market of broadcast TV in Hong Kong. In
fact, Hong Kong is a densely populated area where outdoor
recreational facilities are very inadequate. Therefore,
TV watching is the usual daily entertainment of most of
the people here. Nearly all households in Hong Kong have
one color TV set. The total number of TV sets is
estimated to be about 1.5 million.2 Most families
usually spend a daily average of about four hours to
watch TV. Intensive TV watchers even spend more than six
hours daily. It is very common that people let the TV
sets be switched on when they are at home until they are
going to bed. There is strong demand for good quality
TV programmes. Many people hurry home simply for
watching their favorite programmes and the activities of
TV stars are always the talk of many people every day.
Audio Broadcasting
In Hong Kong, there are currently ten radio channels
in operation. Two are operated by the British Forces
Broadcasting Service (BFBS ) , five by the Radio Television
I H 3 n Q ft G M G G O v 0 f u iTl 0 P; t- 1 r i i1 G L G - y x
Pudi ications r h on 9 ft or 19, 1.0.6 r c ci,s - p I n e s| e 9. n 0n19
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Hong Kong (RTHK) and three by the Commerc ial Radio (CR) .
The BFBS currently provides one English channel and
one Nepali channel. These two channels are not popular
because the listeners are restricted to the Armed Forces
and their relatives.
RTHK is an institution financed by the Hong Kong-
Government. The Commercial Radio ( CR ) is a private
company financed by the advertisers and sponsors. The
eight radio channels provided by these two stations are
very popular. They totally supply more than 1,000 hours
of programmes a week to the public, either in AM or FM or
both. The varieties of programmes, however, are
concentrated on the general-taste entertainment, e.g.
popular musical shows, drama and 'phone-in' listener
participation shows, etc. The listeners are mainly young-
people and housewives.
While the existing radio channels are providing
general-taste audio programmes, it is our view that cable
TV may offer attractive services by providing special-
taste audio programmes for some particular group of
listeners. For instance, it can provide high quality
audio {or video as well) channels of fine music or
Chinese provincial musical opera to serve those classic
music lovers. This is only one example of market
opportunities and it is observed that there are numerous
other market opportunities of such kind in existence and
most of them are still being unserved.
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Interactive Services
As we have indicated in Chapter IV above, there are
many interactive services that cable TV can provide to
its subscribers. In Hong Kona, it is our view that the
following services are particularly big potential markets
of interactive services which demand special attention.
Telecommunications
The cable TV network in fact is expected to be a
second network in Hong Kong. It can provide
telecommunications services if it possesses
interactivity.
In recent years, due to the rapid advancement of
technologies and the convergence of computer and
communications, there has been a boom in the
telecommunications market worldwide. Hong Kong, being an
active commercial centre in the Asian Pacific Region, has
experienced a particularly rapid growth in the
telecommunications market since the 1970s.
The telecommunications market of Hong Kong
traditionally used to be monopolistic. The two
companies, Hong Kong Telephone Company Limited and Cable
and Wireless (Hong Kong) Limited have been dominating the
Hong Kong telecommunications market for over a century.
Hong Kong Telephone Company (HKTCL) is the sole
franchised company providing domestic telephone service
in Hong Kong. The franchise of providing domestic
telephone service will expire on 30th June 1995.1 Since
there is a rising' trend worldwide to liberalize the
telecommunications market, and as a consequence to the
Booz, Allen and Hamilton report submitted to the
Economic Services Branch it is very likely that the
Hong Kong Government will not renew HKTCL's franchise
after its expiration. If this really happens, the
fertile market of domestic telephone service will be a
very attractive business opportunity. At present,
there are over 2.6 million telephones in service at the
end of 1987, resulting in a density of about 47
O
telephones per 100 people. This is the highest
telephone density in the Asian Pacific Region.
It is anticipated that the market of telephone
service will continue to grow substantially in the coming
decades, in the light of the role of Hong Kong under the
open market policy of the People's Republic of China
(PRC), and the increasing importance of Hong Kong as a
major financial and trading centre in the Asian Pacific
Reg ion.
Regarding the market of international
telecommunications, it seems that deregulation will not
arrive soon because Cable kireless (HK) Limited is
y i 0 y 0 O f'j O Pi 0 L' i CJ 1 ' : 3 I i U. 0 , l~ fcvJ 0 cJ ! LJ I IA ' A J I i1A -r- ~ -
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holding an exclusive licence to offer international
telecommunications services in Hong Kong until 2006.
It is our view that even if neither the domestic
telephone nor international telecommunications market is
liberalized, the existing market of non-franchised
telecommunications services is already very attractive
for cable TV.
Following the deregulation of customer premises
equipment (CPE) and value-added network services (VANS),
there has been a substantial growth in the non-franchised
telecommunications market. Due to the active commercial
activities in the territory, there seems always a high
demand for new and more convenient telecommunications
services. The rapid growth of the mobile telephone
market is a very good example. Some industry observers
estimate that the market of non-franchised
telecommunications services w7ill worth S500 million by
1995. Such estimation of market worth is generally
considered conservative if a greater extent of market
liberalization is going to take place in Hong Kong.
Distant Learning
In Hong Kong, the competition for post-secondary
education is very keen. This can be seen in the
proportion of the number of admissions to the number of
' f 1; ij n Ci O 'J i 1 C U V ill lit U ! i i w -d 1 - '11 x —' -1 ~
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applications for entry to universities, polytechnics and
other post-secondary educational institutions each year.
The Hong Kong Government has been adopting an
`elite' policy in post-secondary education. Therefore,
there is a common emphasis on examinations at all levels
of education, even at primary schools. The common
emphasis of examinations has resulted in a special demand
for private tutorial service outside school. There are
various types of private tutorial services being offered
in Hong Kong, constituting a very active service market
which is uncommon in other places of the world.
The inadequate supply of full-time post-secondary
education opportunities also results in a high demand for
part-time and distant education. The demand is growing
substantially in recent years, as reflected by the rapid
increase in the varieties of advanced level part-time or
distant learning courses offered by local or overseas
institutions. In fact, following the arise of the 1997
problem, there is more concern about the enhancement of
the educational standard of the Hong Kong people. As Hong
Kong is a small place of no natural resources, the
quality of human resources is considered to be a crucial
factor for the maintenance of economic prosperity.
Although the Hong Kong Government still has no
intention to substantially increase its expenditures on
universities, polytechnics and other post-secondary
educational institutions in the forthcoming years, there
is a plan to intensify the provision of adult education
services by offering more distant learning courses. The
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Hong Kong Government considers that this is an effective
way to enhance the educational standard of Hong Kong
people with the least costs incurred.
It is our view that cable TV will be an effective
mechanism for distant learning. In particular, if the
network possesses interactivity which enable bothway
communications to take place between the lecturers and
the students, the service will be definitely very
attractive.
TV Games
The people in Hong Kong are very fond of playing TV
games. There are a considerable number of TV Games
Centers in Hong Kong which provide a wide range of TV
game playing machines to customers. Customers are only
required to insert coins then the machines will respond
by providing a wide range of TV games for entertainment.
The market of TV Games Centers had once flourished
significantly a few years ago. However, due to the severe
objection of social and educational bodies, the
government has established rigid measures to regulate the
operation of TV Games Centers. One of the regulations is
that children below 18 and students in uniform are
forbidden from entering the TV Games Centers. As children
and students were major customer groups, the revenue of
TV Games Centers sharply decreased since the
implementation of this regulation.
Nowadays, although the popularity of TV Games
Centers has slackened, people's interest in TV games is
not declining. Their attention is now given to the
purchase and rental of Home TV Games. The rapid increase
of the sales of Home TV Games machines (e.g. Sega and
Nintendo) in recent years indicates that there is strong
customer demand for the service. The market of TV games
cartridge rental is also growing substantially. The
cartridge rental shops (e.g. the Nintendo TV games
center) are making handsome profits in the provision of
cartridge rental service.
Although the prospect of the market is generally
regarded as promising, it is observed that the high cost
of the TV games equipment (e.g. hardware, cartridge etc. )
is restricting the customer group of this market to those
upper and upper-middle class families only, leaving the
vast market of lower-middle and lower class families that
remain unserved.
Cable TV may be a good weapon to attack this
uncultivated market opportunity. According to 1986 By-
census, the lower-middle and lower class families
occupies 82% of the total domestic households.-' As the
number of children in the lower class families are
usually greater than that of the upper class families,
and the home entertainment in the lower-middle and lower
class families is usually minimal due to the limited
expenses and living areas, it is our view that the
provision of home TV Games services to serve these
j p, P i J pi G V G I M I ! I 3 i 5 1 I • ' !- 'II ~ L ~ - ; « - ' - - -
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families by use of cable TV should be a very promising
market opportunity.
The Alternative Business Definitions
Based upon the experience we have gathered about the
development of cable TV in overseas countries and the
market environment of Hong Kong, it is our opinion that
the business definition of cable TV in Hong Kong may take
several different forms or options as discussed below.
Option I
The option: A fully tree-and-branch (TAB) system to
provide broadcast service for the general public.
Taking this option, the business definition of cable
TV will be formulated by using the TAB network design as
technology, by providing broadcast services as customer
function, and by serving the general public as the
customer group. Diagrammatically, the business
definition is as shown in Exhibit 5 of the following
page.
EXHIBIT 5.
BUSINESS DEFINITION FOR OPTION I.
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The main attraction for adopting the above business
definition are the advantages of network simplicity and
low installation costs. A TAB network does not require
the installation of expensive sophisticated switching
equipment. In addition, the popularity of Common Antenna
Broadcast Distribution (CABD) systems in Hong Kong will
make the TAB system further cost attractive. As cable
TV is a capital intensive business, the low set-up costs
of the cable system will reduce the risk of investment
considerably. However, the main disadvantage of this
the limited n twork capability, it is not possible for a
TAB system to provide interactive services. Whilst it is
observed that there are several favourable market
opportunities (e.g. telecommunications) existent for
interactive services in Hong Kong, the above business
definition obviously gives up the chance of acquiring
large amount of revenue by grasping these market
opportunities. Besides, as it is known that most of the
advanced countries (e.g. UK, France, Japan) nowadays are
putting in great efforts to replace their existing TAB
network by switched-star network, the establishment of a
TAB cable network in Hong Kong may create a very bad
image because the public (as well as the Government) may
consider the investor is bringing in an obsolescent
technology for the new industry.
business definition is its small market scope. Due to
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Option II
The option: A tree-and-branch (TAB) systea
upgradable to switched-star (SS) system, serving the
general public with broadcast services only at the outset
but with interactive services later.
Taking this option, the business definition of cable
TV initially will be the same as option I above.
However, the business will be redefined later by
upgrading the cable TV network to a SS system to provide
interactive services to the general public.
Diagrammatically, the business definition is shown in
Exhibit 6 in the following page.
The main advantages for adopting this business
definition are the low initial installation costs of the
system and its upgradable flexibility. When cable TV is
still in the introductory stage of its product life
cycle, such a business definition will involve a lower
amount of initial investment and therefore minimize the
level of risk at the outset. This is particularly
attractive to the investors if the prospects of
interactive services are considered to be unclear or it
is uncertain that the revenue of the interactive services
market will be sufficiently large to justify the
additional network investment.
EXHIBIT 6.
BUSINESS DEFINITION FOR OPTION II.
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However , the disadvantage of such an business
definition is the higher total investment costs for the
system. In order to equip the system with network
upgradable capability, it is necessary that the system to
be of hybrid design. This definitely will require higher-
costs. Besides, the subsequent upgrading of the TAB
s stem to a SS system will also incur considerable
conversion costs and create inconvenience to the
subscribers. In addition, as it is observed that there
is a high potential market for interactive services in
Hong Kong, the delay of equipping the network with
interactivity may miss some valuable opportunity of
making considerable revenue.
Option III
The option: A fully switched-star ( SS ) network to
provide the general public with full broadcast and
interactive services.
Taking this option, the business definition is
formulated by using a fully switched-star network as
technology at the outset. The customer group is still
the general public but the customer function covers both
the broadcast services and the interactive services.
Diagrammatically, the business definition is shown in
Exhibit 7 in the following page.
EXHIBIT 7.










The main advantage of this option is the
interactivity of the cable network which will make the
provision of interactive services possible at the outset.
The offering of interactive services will increase the
subscription and enhance the marketability of cable TV.
This will facilitate the establishment of a broader
source of regular income. In addition, the early
entrance to the market of interactive services may bring
about a lot of market opportunities and competitive
advantages, especially it is observed that the market of
interactive services in Hong Kong is of vast potential
and still not all properly served at present.
The disadvantage of this option is its high initial
capital outlay. Compared with option II, option III is
attractive for its lower total cost for the installation
of the cable system. However, the required amount of
initial capital outlay of option III is the highest among
the three options. Since a SS network will require the
installation of expensive switching equipment, a
considerable amount of initial network investment is
inevitable before any cable TV services can be offered.
A greater amount of capital investment will incur a
higher business risk because the length of pay back
period will be higher, unless the additional revenue
generated well exceeds the additional investment.
The Recommended Business Definition
In order to select the best business definition from
the options obtained above, we have to consider each of
the above options in respect to the technological trend,
the varieties of customer functions and the other
consideration on the network implementation.
The Technological Trend
The establishment of switched-star network for cable
TV will be the worldwide trend in the near future.
According to our observations of the development of
cable TV in overseas countries, it is clear that the
trend in the advanced countries is towards the
installation of SS network in order to equip the cable
system will higher capability.
The successful development of interactive cable TV
services in UK, France, Germany FR and Japan have
indicated that the markets of interactive services are
very promising and profitable. The cable TV operators
in USA at present are also upgrading their network to
provide interactive services.
In view of the above , option 2 and option 3 are
obviously preferable to option 1.
Customer Functions Demand
In addition to the high demand of broadcast
services , it is observed that there are also vast
potential markets for interactive services in Hong Kong
(as discussed earlier in this chapter). The prospects of
telecommunications market are of particular concern. The
increasing liberalization of the telecommunications
industry in recent years has brought about a lot of
market opportunities for non-franchised telecommunications
services. It is estimated that the worth of the non-
franchised telecommunications market will exceed HKS500
million by 1995. The forthcoming expiration of the
franchise of Hong Kong Telephone Company Limited (HKTCL)
in the provision of domestic telephone service is another
attractive opportunity that deserves special attention.
The overall turnover of HKTCL in 1987 is HKS3,181 million
(including both f ranchised and non-franchised
telecommunications services revenue) which showed the
magnitude of concerns.
In view of the markets of broadcast and interactive
cable TV services are of very good potential and mature
in Hong Kong, there is no reason to delay the
installation of the SS cable network. The early
installation of a SS network will not only let the cable
TV provider gain competitive edges over future possible
rivals in the cable TV industry but also open the door
for the cable TV operator to compete with HKTCL in the
provision of telecommunications services. In this
connection, option III is obviously superior than the
other two options because it is capable of providing both
broadcast and interactive services at the outset.
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The Implementation Consideration
The Cost of Implementation
In considering the cost for implementing a network
to provide the required cable TV services, we have
assumed that there is no government intervention to
enforce the set up of the second network other than the
existing network established by the Hong Kong Telephone
Company Limited (HKTCL). With this assumption in mind,
we would have different alternatives as listed below. It
should be noted that these alternatives would only affect
the cost and justification of the options under
consideration. These alternatives would not affect the
business definition of the three available options
discussed earlier.
The alternatives are:-
a. to establish a new network of TAB
configuration;
b. to make use of the trunk cable of HKTCL to
provide a TAB network;
c. to establish a new network of SS configuration;
e. to make use of the trunk cable of HKTCL to
provide a SS network.
The cost of a completely new network includes two
separate cost items, namely, the cost tor the
establishment of the trunk connections and the cost oi
the establishment of the distribution network. As a
matter of fact, the cost of establishing the new
distribution network is much higher than that of the
trunk connections. The cost of the distribution network
is normally in the range of two to three times the cost
of the trunk cables.
The cost of establishing a distribution network of
TAn conf igurat ion in Hong ko 11 g may f urther be reduced bv v
the usage of the Common Antenna Broadcast Distribution
(CABD ) systems already installed in the high-rise
buildings as mentioned previously. If a TAB network is
built in conjunction with the use of the existing CABD
systems, the cost of such is approximately one-fourth of
the cost of a new S S network. Using the announced
figures of the Hutchison CableVision Limited for the SS
network, which is about HKS 2 billion,1 the cost of the
TAB network, therefore, would be about HKS500 million.
If the trunk cables of the HKTCL are also utilized
as a part of the network, the cost of implementation
would further be reduced by about forty per cent. As a
result, the total cost would be about HKS300 million.
This is the lowest in all the listed alternatives.
Because of its small area and high population
density, the cost of implementing a SS cable TV system in
Hong Kong is comparatively lower than that in any
overseas countries. In 1988, Hutchison CableVision has
estimated that, on average, it would cost about HKS1,300
for passing one household in Hong Kong. However, in
United Kingdom, the cost of passing one household
amounted about HKS3,000 in 1985. 1 The total estimated
cost of implementing the SS network for 1.5 million
households in Hong Kong is, therefore, about HKS2
billion.
Again, making use of the H K T C L trunk cable would
provide some saving and this would reduce the total cost
by about twenty per cent. That is, the total cost is
approximately HKS1.6 billion.
Obviously, purely from the cost standpoint, the TAB
configured network is the most economic option, and the
use of the trunk cables of HK T C L would provide a
definite saving.
Comparing the available market for the TAB and the
SS networked cable TV, the major differences in the
turnover are the size of the expected subscriber base and
the additional revenue in providing interactive services.
Assuming that the SS cable TV services could capture
a higher penetration rate of up to 60 per cent and that
the TAB configured cable TV could capture about 40 per
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cent o i the 1.5 millio n h ousehol d s , a n d w i t h t h e
proposed subscription rate of H K $ 10 0 per month'-, the
difference in turnover is about HKS360 million.
Furthermore, if the SS cable TV network could
capture about 3 0 per cent of the non-f ranchised
telecommunications services, it would bring about an
additional revenue of H K $ 1o 0 million. This amount of
revenue did not include the turnover from the provision
of franchised telecommunications services which may
become possible after 1995 and from the entry to those
potential markets which could only be served by a cable
TV system with interactive capability, such as TV games
and education services mentioned previously.
An estimation of the extra annual turnover for cable
TV with interactive services, compared to that with
broadcast services only, amounted up to a minimum of
HKS510 million. In view of the nature of the cable TV
business, it is noted that the major expenditures would
be mainly on the capital equipments and the running costs
of the network is low. Therefore, it is anticipated that
the contribution margin will be about 50 per cent of the
turnover. In other words, even in the worst case of using
a completely new establishment of SS configured network,
the payback period would be less than eight years.
Other Consideration
There remains a possibility of using' the existing
trunk cables provided by the HKTCL to reduce the cost of
implementing the network.
The provision of using HKTCL trunk cables does
provide some advantages as stated below.
a. The cost of implementation is reduced.
b. The disturbance to the public is reduced due to
less ductwork is required for the network
implernentat ion,
c. The leadtime in completing the network and
providing the services is shortened.
However, this approach contradicts seriously with
the intention of the Government as stared in the bidding
documents.
The Government has decided that a second
network should be provide to carry cable TV and
to encourage competition in telecommunications
services that are not covered by existing
f ranchise s.
Further analysis showed that this approacn has the
following additional disadvantages.
a. The capability of providing enhanced cable TV
services may be limited by the HKTCL trunx.
b. The market opportunity which would be generated
0 o n«~; C I k 1 3 • -3 « • !r ill I. 3 v O - - ' -
i rom the coinpetit.ion w 11h t he HKTCL i s i• educe d .
c- ie movement of introducing competition to the
existing network is delayed and the trend of
d e-re g u i a t i o n of the telecomm u meat i o n s
industry is violated, thus reducing benefits
available to the general public from de-
re gui ation.
With the above considerations, this alternative
implementation strategy is not good for the long term
set-up. However, it would be a good and fast set off if
t h e investors are looking into option II. The
implementation may start off with TAB configuration by
making use of the trunk cable of the HKTCL but at a later
stage, convert to a complete newiv established S S
network. In this approach, the initial investment for
option II would be less. However, the higher total cost
and the disturbance to the subscriber would still make
option II a less optimal option than option III.
Summary
Despite greater capital investment will be required
for the installation of a switched-star cable system, it
i
is still considered to be worthwhile. In view of the
market of interactive services is of vast potential and
some remains unserved at present, it is most profitable
to grasp such market opportunity. The additional revenue
obtained from providing the interactive services, we
e.v pe c t , wiii be very significant especially if it 1
possible to offer domestic telephone service by trie us
of the cable network after the expiration of HKTCLV
franchise in 1995. The turnover of HKTCL in the provisio:
of domestic telephone amounted to i.6 billion i]
198788. It is our view that the market of interactive
services in Hong Kong will be sufficiently large t
support the installation of a switched-star network.
Another important consideration is that the
installation of switched-star network is already the
trend in most of the advanced overseas countries
nowadays. The advantages of a switched-star cable networl
are various and the importance of its role to the future
information world must not be neglected. It is apparently
seen to be technologically superior than the tree-and-
branch network. The tree-and-branch network is
generally seen to be technologically obsolescent f r o n
today's viewpoint therefore it is unwise for Hong Kong tc
have a network of such design for the new cable industry,
despite the cost of a tree-and-branch network is lower.
Taking the above considerations into account, it is
our belief that the installation of a switched-stai
system for cable TV in Hong Kong at the outset is a wise
strategic decision. It will bring about a goo c
opportunity for the cable operator to cultivate in the
vast and promising market of interactive services and the
] nno- rr-m benefits from the interactive services market
66
will justify the additional :tmot.nt of investment
required.
in conclusion, business definition option III is
considered to be the most appropriate business def in1 ion
for cable TV in Hong kong. That is, it is recommended
to install a fully switched-star cable TV network and
provide the general public with broadcast arid
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